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The court of appeals employed the wrong analysis, when

reviewiing the record to determine whether a "voluntary in
toxication" instruction was an error to include in Appella

nt's punishment - phase jury charge.
2.

The inclusion of an 8.04(a) instruction at punishment vi
olates the Due Process Clause because it could mislead a ra

tional jury into believing that it could not - as a matter
of law - consider a defendant's drug-addiction evidence as

mitigation; thus the court of appeals holding that it is not
a charge error conflicts with applicable holdings of the U.S.
Supreme Court.

3.

In it's harm analysis of the State's unconstitutional jury
argument, the court of appeals did not address how that argu
ment highlighted inadmiss evidence and how it impermissably
increased the likelihood that the jury punished Appellant
specifically for an extraneous crime.

4.

The court of appeals employed the wrong analysis when re

viewing the record to determine whether Appellant was entit
led to an instruction on a lesser - included offense.
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REGARDING

ORAL

No.

1336966

ARGUMENT

Appellant waives oral argument,
STATEMENT

OF

THE

CASE

Appellant was indicted on February 24, 2012, for aggravated
robbery, C.R. at 12. He pleaded not guilty, but was convicted
and sentence by the jury to life in prison.

C.R. at 424.

Appellant then appealed to the Court of Appeals, which
affirmed the trial Courts judgment in a published opinion on
March

9,

2017.

A concurring and dissenting opinion were filed in response

to a disagreement amongst the justices on a matter of law.

STATEMENT

OF

PROCEDURAL

HISTORY

The court of appeals, issued plurality,concurring, and

dissenting opinions

with an order to publish

on March,

9, 2017. Appellant filed a motion for rehearing on April 25,2017,
which was denied without written opinion on

May 23,2017.

-- t .•. :. •

i. i;Appellant, then filed a motion for en banc reconsideration on
June 1,2017, which was denied without written opinion on June 20,
2 01 7.
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record
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a rational
matter

Due

an

Process

3.

In

of

analysis

whether

was

to include

error

a

in

Clause

because

a defendant's

thus the court of

it

U.S.

Supreme

it's harm analysis

jury argument,

the

in

Appellant's

of

punishment

could

could

mislead

not - as

drug-addiction

a
ev

appeals's holding

not a charge error conflicts with
the

when

"voluntary

instruction at

jury into believing that it

idence as mitigation;

holdings

wrong

determine

8.04(a)

of law - consider

that it is

the
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The inclusion of
violates

to

1336966

REVIEU

employed

instruction

- phas'e

FOR

No.

applicable

Court.

the State's unconstitutional

court of appeals did not address how

that argument highlighted inadmissable evidence and

how it

impermissably increased the likelihood that the jury puni
shed Appellant specifically for an extraneous crime.

4.

The court of appeals employed

reviewing the record

the wrong

to determine whether

analysis when

Appellant was

entitled to an instructioln on a lesser - included offense.
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ATiG-UBENT
i

Ground

1.

One:

The Court of Appeals employed the wrong analysis when review-

ing the recor d to determine whe ther a "voluntary intoxication"
instruction was
- phase

j ury

an

error to

include in

Appellant's

punishment

charge .

The Court of Appeals did not address whether the Penal Code
Section
the

B.04(a)

evidence.

instruction was

Instead,

the

jury was confused by the

a comment on

court merely

the

weight

analyzed whether

The

Court of

jury confusion"

is

the

instruction and then used that as it's

basis for determining whether the instruction was
error.

of

Appeals
not the

erred in

this

jury charge

analysis because

deciding factor

" ;

in determing charge

error.

A. The Court of Appeals did not address whether the challenged
instruction

violated

Procedure

is

opinion

This

as

in

required

Almanza

court's

Article

v.

opinion

by

36.14

Article

of

the

36.19,

Code

of

Criminal

and this

Court's

State.

in

Almanza

v.

State

established

standard for reviewing a challenge to

the

2d 157 (Tex.Crim.App. 1984).

lays out a two-step pro

cess

for

step,

reviewing

the

ntains
whether

a challenge

reviewing

error;
the

Almanza.

court

must

to

was

harmless

jury

determine

if error is found,

error

the

the

jury charge.

the

charge:

whether

in

the

court must then

beyond

a reasonable

6B6

the

S.U.

first

charge

co

determine

doubt.

Id

at

1 71 .

In the first

step of the

Almanza test,

charge error is defi

ned by Article 36.19 of tljie Code of Criminal Procedure, Posey v.
State, 966 S.U. 2d 57,60 (Tex.Crim. App. 1998). Under 36.19,

a charge is

I
erroneous when "any requirement of Article 36.14[through] 36.18
has

been disregarded".
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Almanza" Posey, 966 ;S.U. 2d at 60 n.5.

In it's analysis of Appellant's challenge to the 8.04(a) in
struction, the Court of Appeals correctly laved out the general
format of Almanza' a, two-step process, but failed to lay out,, that
a charge error is determined only by art.36.19. Instead, the co

urt merely reviewed the record for "jury confusion»; completely
ignoring Appellant's argument, that the instruction violated art.

36.14, by commenting on the weight of the evidence ., Reviewing a
charge soley for "jury confusion", is not an adequate test for
determining charge error, because a charge may not confuse the
jury butr still violated art. 36.14, for other:;reasons . See Brown
v_I__State, 122 S.U. 3d 794,802 (Tex.Crim.App. 2003) (hodling that an instruction

, which reads: "intent or knowledge may be inferred by acts done or words sp
oken", violates art. 36.14, as a comment on the weight of the evidence "beca

use it is simply unnecessary and fails to clarify the law for the jury);
Had the Court of Appeals properly addressed whether the 8.04

(a), instruction violated art.36.14, it's reasonably likely that
it would have found that it did violate such. See Kresse v. State,
No. 2-09S271-CR, 2010 Tex. App. LEXIS 3031 (Tex.App.-Ft.Worth April 22, 2010)
(mem.op. not designated for publication) (holding that an B.04(a) instruction

given at punishment was erroneous and harmful because, it "incorrectly emph
asized a portion of the State's case and drew particular attention to one
aspect of it").

In this case, it is evident that the 8.04(a) instruction vi
olated art.

36.14,

for two reasons:

First, as the Court of Appeals acknowledges, the instruction
was "unnecessary, "out of place", and "did no work-in the punis

hment phase charge." Slip op. *6 (plurality op.). These qualities

demonstrate

hpw-;the

instruc tion,

violates ari.;-36.14 by, not

"distinctly setting forth, the law applicable to ,the :case." . 5tated

another;" way-, Aft is impossible |f orr an ,".unneces.s.ary.,'.; instruction ,

which "did no work" in the cha'rge, to distinctly set
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law.

only mitigating

his

No.

offered

addiction.

by

Slip

Appellant
op.

at

*3

Unnecessary instructions that single out sp
even

if they

risk of being comments

on

correctly

the

state

weight of the

the

law

-

run

the

evidence. Drichas v.

State, 152 S.U. 3d 630,634 (Tex.App. - Texarkana 2004); see also Brown, 122
S.U. 3d at 802 ("'while it is indeed permissable for a jury to infer men
tal culpability from an accused's acts, words, and conduct, the trial court

may not instruct the jury that it may apply such an inference'").
case,
tary

the

8.04(a)

instruction -

intoxication"

-

"unnecessarily"

sole mitigating evidence
fense"

-

draws

at

evidence.

B.

The

Court

* his

In

Appeals

from

this

Taylor v. State,

8.04(a),

to

case

which

and

particular

of

-

erred by
Court's

S.U.

2d 154,156,

is,

singles

phrase,

to

a

out Appellant's

opinion

i t is

negitive

attempting
in

"volun

to

"not a

aspect

of

de
th

distinguish

Taylor

v.

State.

this Court stated that Penal Code section

reads:

and

of the

by stating that

attention

"voluntary intoxication is

the commission of a crime",

ocence phase

by use

In this

therefore,

applies only to

not a defense

the guilt/inn

not a mitigation provision.

BB5

n.4 (Tex.Crim .App . 1994).

This same principle was reiterated again

in

Sakil v . State,

2B7 S.U. 3d 23, 26 n.6 (Tex.Crim. App. 2009).
Although

there

is

a genuine

this case and the facts of

distinction

between

the

facts

of

Taylor and Sakil, (both Taylor and Sakil,

involve challenges to an 8.04(a) instruction given at guilt/innocence), the

principle underlying their interpretation of 8.04(a) is indist

inguishable from the issues jin this case. Here, Appellant argues
that the 8.04(a) instruction is charge error because it was gi

ven at the punishment - phase and thereby violated art. 36.14

by (1) not distinctly setting forth the law applicable to his
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(2) commenting on the weight of his evidence.

Taylor, controls this case for two reasons.

First, by acknow

ledging that 8.04(a) is "directed to the guilt/innocence" phase,
Taylor,

shows how giving instruction at the punishment - phase

does not set forth the law applicable to the case; guilt/innoc

ence phase jury instructions have no applicability at punishme
nt. See Hale y v. State, 173 S.U. 3d 510 (Tex .Crim .App . 20 0!5> (ho

lding that a "law of parties" instruction is not appropriate at punishment);
Uesbrook v. State, 29 S.U. 3d 103 (Tex.Crim.App. 2000)(holding that an inst

ruction on a statutory defense is not appropriate at punishment). Second,

by explaining that 8.04(a) is "not a mitigation provision", Ta-

ylor shows how this negitive reference to intoxication has ab
solutely no bearing on the jury's punishment deliberations (in
which they weigh mitigating and aggravating factors against ea
ch other).

Uhen given at punishment,

the

instruction serves no

purpose other than to single put specific defense evidence and ,
cast

it

in

an

unfavorable

Two Justices of the

court of appeals expressed this exact

interpretation of Taylor
ions of this case.

light.

in the concurring and dissenting opin

This interpretation was

also expressed by

the Ft.Uorth court of appeals in Kresse v State, No. 2-09-271-CR,

2010 Tex.App. LEXIS 3031 (Tex.App.- Ft.Uorth April 22, 2010)(mem. op. not
designated for publication).

In Kresse,

the Ft.Uorth court held that "the inclusion of the

[8.04(a)] instruction during the punishment - phase of trial
was erroneous because, if applicable, it is to be given during

the guilt-innocence stage of trial, not punishment". I_d at *3,
( citing Taylor and Sakil) .

Although Kresse

is an unpublished case, it is important be

cause it deals with relatively identical set of facts as those
in this case. The court in Kresse, as well as the justices in

the concurring and dissenting opinions of this case, all agree
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Thus

instruction

the plurality

creates
Ground
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is

placed

opinion,

a contrdiction

in

a punishment

which

within

found

the

body

"no
of

phase

charge.

cognizable

law in

this

error",
area.

Two:

The

inclusion of an

the

Due

int o

be

P rocess

lieving

CI

a

the

court

con

flic ts

ause

tha t

d ef endan t ' s

der

8.04(a)

it

instruction

because
could

it

not

d rug -addiction

cou

-

Id

as

e vid

a

at

punishment

misl ead
ma

a

of

tt e r

mi ti

violates;

rational
law

-

as

it

is

no

's

0 f

the

A jury may not "refuse to consider,

as

a matter of law,

a ppea 1 s ' s

holding

app 1 ica ble

with

hold

th at

ing

t

a

U .S.

c

consi-

gation ; thus

ence

of

jur y

harge

error

S upreme

Court.

any

relevant mitigating evidence. "Eddings v. Oklahoma, 102 S.Ct. 869,877

(19B2) . Voluntary drug use

is

"nonstatutory mitigating evidence".

Parker v. Duqqer. 111 S.Ct. 731,736 (1991); see generally Ex parte Rogers, 819

S.U. 2d 533,537 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991)(Clinton, J.,dissenting)("A jury who be
lieved a capitol accused was...intoxicated...might...find him less morally

culpable than would have been a sober man committing the same crime").
Uhen

included at punishment,

believe that the
of law,

from

This

because

is

a

jury is

language of 8.04(a)

giving
the

a

reasonably

precludes them,

mitigating weight to

instruction

is

meant

to

voluntary
do

this

likely

as

a

drug
exact

to

matter
use.
thing,

except it is supposed to be limited to the guilt/innocence phase.
See Sakil v. State, 2B7 S.U. 3d 23,28 (Tex.Crim.App. 2009)(an iB.04(a) instruc
tion "operates to inform the jury that [it's guilt/innocence delibrations] are
not [to be] affected by any evidence of intoxication").
A jury is reasonably likely to interpret the misplaced instr
uction in this way
ambiguous in the

because the

statutory text it is based on is

sense that it does not unequivocally inform a

lay jury that it is limited only to the guilt/innocence phase. A
lay jury cannot be expected to know that the legal term "defense"
is

limited to

"Defense"

is

evidence presented only at

guilt/innocence.

a common word that has such a general meaning

side the legal context,
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ach more to it than is legally allowed. Also, the text only po
ints to "the commission of a crime",

not to a specific phase of

trial.

is not specific enough to

Therefore the text of 8.04(a)

make clear to

a jury that it is

charge and that it may,
drug-addiction

misplaced in

in fact,

a punishment phase

attach a mitigating weight to

evidence.

The high probability that the

jury believed that the law for

bade the consideration of drug-addiction evidence at punishment,
conflicts with the U.S.

Supreme Court's decision in Eddings v. Okl-

ahoma. "Uhen there exists a reasonable probablity that the jury
relied on an unconstitutional understanding of the law in reach
ing

a [] verdict,

that verdict must be

set aside. "Francis v. Frank-

lin, 105 S.Ct. 165,1976 n.8 (19B5). Because the court of appeals's hol

ding allows Texas prosecutors to mislead the jury into believing
that they may not,
evidence,
U.S.

as a matter of law,

consider relevant mitigating

the court's holding thereby conflicts with applicable

Supreme Court holdings.

Ground

In

Three

it 's

harm

analysis

jur y

argument , the

tha t

argument

it

im p e r m i s s a

punished
Uhen

beyond
bable

a

of

court

of

highlighted

bly

determining

reasonable

implications

for

an

whether

doubt,
of

the

a PP eals

unconstitu tiona 1
did

ina dmissa ble

increase d

Appe1lant

St ate ' s

the

th

e

an

and

the

that

how
how

j ury

crime.

constitutional

appellate

add r e s s

evi dence

like lihood

extraneous
a

no t

error

is

court considers

harmless

the

pro

error. Snowden v. State, 353 S.U. 3d 815,822

(Tex.Crim.App. 2011). If the court finds a reasonable likelihood that the err
or materially affected the jury's deliberations, the trial court's error is
not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. See Neal v. State, 256 S.U. 3d 264,284

(Tex.Crim.App. 200B) .

,
l

A.

The State's

unconstitutional argum e nt referr ed

to

how

Appell-

ant 1o oked spec if i c a11y idu r i n g in admis sable testimony.
A "prosecutor's remark

in the courtroom

[is]
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to

Appellant's

testify

because

it highlight[s]

failure

to

the

take
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and

for
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the
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jury ths

present

remorse."

Snowden, 353 S.U. 3d at B23-824.

In

this

case,

the

prosecutor first

tion to specific testimony,

crime.

i.e.,

R.R. Vol.7, at 203. Then,

pointed

victim -

the

jury's atten

impact of an extraneous

the prosecutor pointed the

jury to

Appellant's allegedly remorseless demeanur "during that testimony"..
Id.

The Court of Appeals presumed,

without holding,

that the pro

secutor's remark violated Appellant's constitutionally protected

privlege. against self-incrimination. Slip op. at *13 (Plurality op.)
Although,

when conducting i t ' s harm analysis,

the Court of App

eals did not address how the prosecutor's argument was
ected with

inadissable

victim

-

impact

testtimony

interconn

of an

extraneous

crime. See Cantu v. State, 939!S.U. 2d 627,637 (Tex.Crim.App. 1997)("The dang

er of unfair prejudice to a defendant inherent in the introduction of 'victim
- impact' evidence with respect to a victim not named in the indictment on wh
ich he is being tried, is unacceptably high"); Haley v State, 173 5.U. 3d 510,
51B (Tex.Crim.App. 200B)(" . . .the trial court erred in admitting victim - impact
evidence relating to the extraneous offense of murder in the punishment phase
of [trial]").

1.

The

cumulative

effect of these

two

errors may

have

rendered

Appellant's punishment trial fundamentally unfair.
The U.S. Supreme Court,

has clearly established that the combi

ned effect of multiple trial court errors . violates

Due

Process

where it renders the resulting criminal trial fundamentally unfa
ir. See Chambers v. Mississippi, 93 S.Ct. 103B (1973); see generally Montana

v. Egelhoff, 116 S.Ct. 2013 (1 996) (" . . .the holding of Chambers

[is]., that

erroneous evidentiary rulings can, in combination, rise to the leavel of a

due process violation").

I

B . This cumulative error may violate double jeopardy principles
because it increasesed the likelihood that the jury punished

Appellant for an extraneous crime .
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By not addressing this cumulative error,

the court of appeals

did not consider a relevant factor in it's harm analysis. The
cumulative effect of this combined error improperly highlights
inadmissable and prejudicial evidence of an extraneous crime wh

ile at the same time impermissably leading the jury to believe
that Appellant appeared remorseless during this emotionally- ch-

arged testimony. This increased the likelihood that the jury pu
nished Appellant specifically for an extraneous crime, which is

barred by the Double Jeopardy Clause. See generally Ex Parte Broxton,

888 S.U. 2d 23,2B (Tex.Crim.App. 1994)("Extraneous offenses...are frequently
considered at sentencing [,but]...[s]uch consideration does not violate the

double jeopardy clause [as long as] the punishment is for the charge offense
[and] not for the extraneous offenses").
This double :j:eopardy? violation 'is.;ma:de more-likely-by the prose:c".utor 'Is:. ...

r: i -irat'e-fj' ax gum e n.t in which she tells the

jury that they're

"not

just punishing for the [charged .af/ferree]" , they need to "punish [:A-

ppellant] for what happened." R.R. Vol.7, at 204. Here, the prosecutor is

impermissably asking the jury to punish Appellant specifically
for extraneous crimes. See Borjan v. State, 787 S.U. 2d 53,57 (Tex.Crim.

App. 1990)("...if the extraneous offenses are admissable during trial, the
prosecutor cannot ask the jury to assess punishment for these collateral cr
imes" ) .
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OPINION1
Appellant Joseph Anthony Smith challenges his conviction and punishment
for aggravated robbery with a deadly weapon. This three-issue appeal divides the

panel three ways on the issue of whether the trial court erred, during the
i
punishment phase of trial, in charging the jury that voluntary intoxication is not a

1Section II. A. of this opinion is a plurality opinion of Chief Justice Frost. Justice Jewell joins
the remainder of the opinion, making it a majority opinion of the court.

defense to the commission of a crime. The author of this opinion finds no error, a
concurring justice finds harmless error, and a dissenting justice finds harmful error.

The upshot is a plurality decision on this issue. Today, the court also considers
whether the trial court erred in failing to charge the jury on a lesser-included
offense during the guilt/innocence 'phase of the trial and whether the trial court

reversibly erred in overruling appellant's objection to the prosecutor's closing
argument. A majority of the court finds against appellant on both issues.

We

affirm.
I.

Factual and Procedural Background

The complainant was backing his car out of the driveway heading towards
the street around 5:00 a.m. when a man approached him wielding a gun. The man

tapped the driver's-side window with the gun. Believing he was being robbed, the
complainant handed the man his wallet and keys, saying, "Please take my wallet
and keys. Please don't hurt me." The assailant asked the complainant if anyone
else was home, and although both of the complainant's parents were at home, the
complainant replied that nobody was at home because he did not want the assailant

to think anyone was in the house. The assailant told the complainant to get back in
the car, but the complainant refused. At that moment, a car drove down the street,
distracting both the assailant and the complainant enough that the assailant moved
the gun away from the complainant's face.

The complainant grabbed the

assailant's hand and began screaming for help while fighting with him for the gun.

The two struggled, with the assailant attempting to muffle the complainant's
screams.

The car driving down the street did not stop to help the complainant, but the
complainant's neighbor heard his screams and came outside with a gun.

The

neighbor ordered the assailant to drop the gun. The assailant released the gun and

ran away.

The neighbor pursued the assailant, telling him to get on the ground. The

assailant did not comply, but a second neighbor came out of his home with a
weapon and pursued the assailant, who eventually stopped running. The second
neighbor brought the assailant back down the street and forced him to wait until
police arrived. The complainant brought the assailant's gun into the complainant's
house and eventually turned the gun over to responding police officers.

Appellant was charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. He
pleaded "not guilty."
Guilt/Innocence Phase

The complainant and the first neighbor described what happened during
their testimony at trial in the guilt/innocence phase. The trial court also admitted

into evidence recordings of several phone calls appellant placed while he was

incarcerated.

In these phone calls, appellant repeatedly discussed the incident,

characterizing it as a robbery, and explaining that his motivation was his lack of
money.

Appellant asked the trial court to charge the jury on the lesser-included
offense of aggravated assault. The trial court denied appellant's request. The jury

found appellant guilty as charged.
Punishment Phase
i

During the punishment phase of the trial, the State presented evidence of

other bad acts the State alleged appellant had committed, including an assault and a

capital murder. Appellant introduced evidence that he had used the drug Xanax
from his youth up to the point of appellant's incarceration. Appellant presented an

expert witness who testified about the effects of Xanax use. Over appellant's

objection, the trial court included in the punishment-phase jury charge an
instruction that voluntary intoxication is not a defense to the commission of a
crime.

During the State's closing argument in the punishment phase, the prosecutor
referred to appellant's reaction to testimony from the sister of the man killed in the
capital murder allegedly committed by appellant.

The trial court overruled

appellant's objection.
The jury assessed punishment at confinement for life.
II.

Issues and Analysis

Appellant raises three issues on appeal, challenging his conviction in the
first issue (asserting jury-charge error) and his punishment in the second and third
issues (asserting error in the punishment-phase jury charge and closing arguments).
Because the second issue divides the panel three ways, we begin with it.
A.

Punishment-Phase Jury Instruction

Appellant argues in his second issue on appeal that the trial court erred in
charging the jury that voluntary intoxication is not a defense to the commission of
a crime.

During the punishment phase of trial, the State introduced evidence that

appellant had committed an extraneous offense, capital murder, the day before the
aggravated robbery. The record contains evidence that appellant was addicted to
Xanax, and intoxicated by Xanax, at the time of the charged aggravated-robbery
I

offense and the time of the alleged capital murder. Appellant's sole punishment

witness, Dr. Terry Rustin, testified that Xanax can cause aggressive or criminal
behavior that an individual otherwise would not exhibit because the drug reduces

inhibitions and causes people not to; worry about the consequences of their actions.

The State asked the trial court to charge the jury that voluntary intoxication

is not a defense to the charged aggravated-robbery offense, for which appellant

already had been convicted. Appellant objected on the grounds that the instruction
was not appropriate in the punishment phase and would cause the jury to ignore
Dr. Rustin's testimony. The trial court overruled appellant's objection. But, the
trial court told the jury, by written instruction, that the jury could consider all the

facts shown by the evidence in assessing appellant's punishment.
In the charge, the trial court instructed the jury that "voluntary intoxication
does not constitute a defense to the commission of a crime.

'Intoxication' means

disturbance of mental or physical capacity resulting from the introduction of any
substance into the body." After giving the voluntary-intoxication instruction, the
trial court instructed the jury that "the mere presence of the defendant at the scene
of the offense is not sufficient to conclude the accused committed the offense

beyond a reasonable doubt." Following that instruction, the trial court told the jury
that it could consider evidence of an extraneous crime or bad act in assessing
punishment even if the defendant had not yet been charged with or finally
convicted of the crime or act only if the State had shown beyond a reasonable
doubt that the defendant committed the extraneous crime or bad act or that it is one

for which the defendant could be held criminally responsible. Towards the end of
tfv

the charge, the trial court instructed the jury that "in fixing the defendant's ,. \^
punishment . . . you may take into consideration all the facts shown by the
evidence admitted before you in thejfull trial of this case."

In reviewing a complaint of jury-charge error, we first determine whether
error occurred, and, if we find error, then we evaluate whether the error caused

sufficient harm to require reversal. See Ngo v. State, 175 S.W.3d 738, 743 (Tex.

Crim. App. 2005); Almanza v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157, 171 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984).

V?

The jury charge correctly stated that voluntary intoxication is not a defense
to the commission of a crime. See Tex. Penal Code § 8.04(a) (West, Westlaw

through 2015 R.S.). Even so, evidence of temporary insanity caused by
intoxication may be introduced by the actor in mitigation of the penalty attached to
the offense for which the actor is being tried. See id. § 8.04(b); Martinez v. State,

17 S.W.3d 677, 691 n.14 (Tex. Crim. App. 2000). Appellant did not argue that at
the time of the charged offense he was temporarily insane because of intoxication,
that he did not know his conduct was wrong, or that he was incapable of
conforming his conduct to the law. Nor did appellant ask the trial court to give an
instruction that the jury consider temporary insanity caused by intoxication as

mitigating evidence, and appellant did not argue below or on appeal that he should
have received such an instruction.

The challenged statement—that voluntary intoxication is not a defense to the
commission of a crime—is a correct statement of the law.

See Tex. Penal Code

§8.04(a). But, it did no work in the punishment-phase charge.

Under Haley v. State, in the punishment phase, the jury does not determine
beyond a reasonable doubt whether the defendant is guilty of any criminal offense,
nor does the jury determine whether any alleged extraneous crime or bad act
constitutes a criminal offense. See Haley v. State, 173 S.W.3d. 510, 514-15 (Tex.

Crim. App. 2005). Though the voluntary-intoxication instruction was unnecessary

and out of place, it accurately stated the law and did not tell the jury to disregard
evidence of voluntary intoxication in assessing punishment. See Tex. Penal Code

§ 8.04(a); Haley, 173 S.W.3d. at 51J4-15. Ifthe jury believed it could not consider
the voluntary-intoxication evidence in mitigation of appellant's punishment, as the
dissenting justice concludes, then that belief could not have been based on the
words in the charge.

The charge plainly stated the jury could consider all the evidence.

An

instruction that is "clear and unambiguous on its face" does not amount to error.

The dissenting justice asserts that the Court of Criminal Appeals's opinion in
Taylor v. State compels the conclusion that an instruction under Penal Code section

8.04(a) does not belong in a punishment-phase charge.3

The Taylor court

concluded that the trial court did not err in including a section 8.04(a) instruction in
the guilt/innocence charge, and the high court noted that this subsection is directed
to the guilt/innocence phase. See Taylor v. State, 885 S.W.2d 154, 156-58 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1994).

But, the Taylor court did not say that including a section

8.04(a) instruction in a punishment-phase charge automatically amounts to error.
See id. The Taylor precedent does not mandate a finding of charge error in today's
case.

Not every out-of-place instruction infuses the charge with error. In Gomez,

this court held that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in refusing to give a
self-defense instruction in the punishment phase.

See Wesbrook v. State, 29

S.W.3d 103, 122 (Tex. Crim. App. 2000); Gomez v. State, 380 S.W.3d 830, 83738 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist] 2012, pet. ref d). Yet, this holding does not
mean that a trial court per se errs by including a section 8.04(a) instruction in the
punishment-phase charge. See Gomez, 380 S.W.3d at 837-38. Sometimes trial

courts include unnecessary instructions in the jury charge. The surplus may render
the charge imperfect without creating error.

To determine if the misplaced instruction amounts to error, we must look at

the reasons it would be wrong to include the instruction in the charge. If those
reasons are not implicated, then the inclusion of the out-of-place instruction cannot

2See post at 6 (Jewell, J., concurring).
3See post at 2-3 (Christopher, J., dissenting).

fairly be characterized as error. In today's case appellant points to jury confusion
over the ability to consider mitigating evidence as the reason the trial court erred in

including the challenged instruction. In this context, jury confusion would equate
to charge error.

And, conversely, if the plain language of the challenged

instruction could not have confused a reasonable jury, then the instruction, though
misplaced, would not amount to error.

Through the charge, the trial court told the jury that, in assessing appellant's
punishment, the jury could consider all of the evidence. See Casey v. State, 215

S.W.3d 870, 886-87 (Tex. Crim. App. 2007); Riddle v. State, 888 S.W.2d 1, 8
(Tex. Crim. App. 1994). And, the evidence included Dr. Rustin's testimony about

appellant's voluntary intoxication on Xanax. Because nothing in the charge
contradicted the statement that the jury could consider this evidence, a reasonable

jury could not have believed, as appellant urges, that the jury had to disregard Dr.
Rustin's testimony. The plain wording of the punishment-phase charge belies
appellant's argument that the voluntary-intoxication instruction led the jury to
believe it could not consider appellant's voluntary intoxication in fixing appellant's
punishment.

See Casey, 215 S.W.3d at 886-87; Riddle, 888 S.W.2d at 8. To

conclude otherwise, this court would have to say that a charge that tells the jury it
can consider all evidence means the jury could not consider some evidence.

Jurors, like everyone else, are trapped in the human condition.

All are

subject to "potential confusion" all the time. But, we must not presume that jurors

will be misled by clear and unambiguous instructions. Instead, we should credit

the jury with understanding plain English and with being able to distinguish h
between voluntary intoxication as a defense to a crime and voluntary intoxication
as mitigating circumstances for punishment. That an instruction is meant for the

guilt/innocence phase of trial rather than the punishment phase does not mean it is

error per se to include it in the punishment-phase charge. When the challenged
instruction could not mislead the jury, its inclusion is not cognizable error.
Appellant's second issue is overruled.
B.

Denial of Jury Instruction on Lesser-Included Offense

The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure provides, "[i]n a prosecution for an
offense with lesser included offenses, the jury may find the defendant not guilty of
the greater offense, but guilty of any lesser included offense." Tex. Code Crim.
Proc. art. 37.08 (West, Westlaw through 2015 R.S.).

We determine whether a

defendant is entitled to a lesser-included offense instruction by conducting a twostep analysis. Sweed v. State, 351 S.W.3d 63, 67 (Tex. Crim App. 2011). In the

first step, we decide whether the purported lesser-included of fense
proof necessary to establish the offense charged.

Id. at

68.

falls within the
To make this

determination, we compare the statutory elements and any descriptive averments in
the indictment for the greater offense with the statutory elements of the lesser
offense. Id. Because a defendant cannot be held to answer a charge not contained

in the indictment brought against him, the evidence produced at trial does not
determine the lesser-included offense.

The State indicted appellant for aggravated robbery with a deadly weapon,

alleging that while in the course of committing theft of property owned by the

complainant, and with intent to obtain and maintain control of the property,

appellant intentionally and knowingly threatened the complainant and placed him
in fear of imminent bodily injury and death while exhibiting a deadly weapon,

namely, a firearm. See Tex. Penal Code Ann. §§ 29.02, 29.03 (West, Westlaw

through 2015 R.S.).

A person commits aggravated assault if the individual

commits assault by intentionally or knowingly threatening another with imminent

bodily injury, and the individual uses or exhibits a deadly weapon during the
commission of the assault. See Tex. Penal Code Ann. §§ 22.01(a), 22.02(a) (West,

Westlaw through 2015 R.S.). The proof necessary for the elements of aggravated
assault with a deadly weapon is encompassed within the proof necessary to

establish the aggravated robbery charged in the indictment. See Zapata v. State,

449 S.W.3d 220, 225 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2014, no pet.).
The second step of the lesser-included-offense analysis is to determine if
there is some evidence from which a rational jury could acquit the defendant of the
greater offense while convicting the defendant of the lesser-included offense.
Sweed, 351 S.W.3d at 68. The evidence must establish the lesser-included offense

as a "valid rational alternative to the charged offense." Id. (quoting Segundo v.

State, 270 S.W.3d 79, 90-91 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008).
evidence presented at trial.

We review all of the

Id. Anything more than a scintilla of evidence is

sufficient to entitle a defendant to a lesser-included-offense charge. Id. Although
a scintilla of evidence is a low threshold, "it is not enough that the jury may

disbelieve some crucial evidence pertaining to the greater offense, but rather, there
must be some evidence directly germane to the lesser-included offense for the
finder of fact to consider before an instruction on a lesser-included offense is

warranted." Id. (quoting Skinner v. State, 956 S.W.2d 532, 543 (Tex. Crim. App.

1997)). This standard may be satisfied if some evidence refutes or negates other
evidence establishing the greater offense or if the evidence presented is subject to
different interpretations. Id.

I

In his first issue, appellant argues that because the complainant testified that

the complainant gave appellant his wallet before appellant could say anything, and
because the complainant's wallet was found in the grass near the site of the
incident, rather than on appellant's person, the evidence was subject to the
10

interpretation that appellant intended to commit the lesser-included offense of

aggravated assault rather than aggravated robbery. Appellant acknowledges that

he made a phone call from jail in which he stated that he intended to go inside the
complainant's home and take things, but appellant argues that the phone call is
unclear.

The complainant testified at trial that he handed his wallet to appellant, but
then he and appellant began struggling over a gun. Appellant eventually ran away
from the scene. This testimony suggests that appellant dropped the complainant's
wallet during the ensuing struggle, not that appellant was uninterested in the
complainant's wallet. This conclusion is bolstered by appellant's statements made
after his incarceration.

Appellant made many phone calls in which he discussed the incident. In all
of these phone calls, appellant described the incident as an aggravated robbery. In
several phone calls, appellant referred to the complainant as either the "dude who
was getting aggravatedly [sic] robbed" or the "[expletive] I aggravatedly [sic]
robbed."

In one phone call, appellant stated that he intended to put the

complainant back in the car so he could go inside the house and see what was

there. In a phone call between appellant and his father, appellant commented that
he did not have anyone to blame "except being broke and stupid." In a phone

conversation between appellant and his mother, appellant's mother stated that she
did not understand why appellant committed the crime, noting that if he was trying

to get her attention, appellant had her attention a long time ago.

Appellant

responded, "it's all about the money." Appellant explained that he was late on his
rent, did not have a phone, and could not afford to pay for electricity to run the

lights. In a phone call with a friend, the friend told appellant that appellant should
have stayed home, but he got greedy. In yet another phone call, appellant stated
11

that if his accomplice had not left in the middle of the crime, appellant would have
the complainant's phone and the complainant's cash and property, but, instead,
i

because the accomplice left, and appellant was unable to complete the crime as
i

intended, appellant was in trouble. '
The record also reveals that appellant did not know the complainant and
there was no evidence of any motive to assault the complainant other than to take
the complainant's property. The evidence presented to the jury was subject to only
one interpretation: appellant sought to rob the complainant. Accordingly, the trial

court did not err in failing to charge the jury on the lesser-included offense of
aggravated assault.

See Stewart v. State, 995 S.W.2d 251, 254 (Tex. App.—

Houston [14th Dist.] 1999, no pet.) (holding trial court did not err in refusing
instruction on lesser-included offense when testimony showed defendant was
guilty of charged offense or no offense at all). We overrule appellant's first issue.
C.

Punishment-Phase Jury Argument

In his third issue, appellant asserts that the prosecutor made an improper
comment on the demeanor of a non-testifying witness during closing argument in

the punishment phase of trial and that this utterance amounted to a comment on

appellant's failure to testify.

During the punishment phase of trial, the State

introduced evidence that the day before the charged offense appellant killed a man

by shooting him with a gun at close range. During closing argument the prosecutor
stated:

You also heard about the capital murder of [another individual],

which was committed on February 12th of 2012. You heard that that
was a contact wound to the side of the head. Imagine what the end of
[that individual's] life was like. You heard his sister testify about the
funeral service and having to cover up that wound in the head, and
you heard about his children. And I hope that during that testimony
you got an opportunity to see how the defendant reacted to that.
12

Nothing, absolutely nothing; never a sign of remorse, never; never a
sign of remorse. That is just plain wrong. That is evil, that is
something you don't want in our community.

Appellant objected that the prosecutor's statements constituted an improper
argument, outside the record, about how appellant looked during testimony. The
trial court overruled appellant's objection. Presuming for the sake of argument that

the trial court erred in overruling appellant's objection, the issue provides no basis
for relief on appeal.
Because we presume for purposes of this analysis that the prosecutor's
comment violated appellant's privilege against self-incrimination, we also presume

the error was of a constitutional magnitude and conduct our assessment of harm
using the standard set forth in Texas Rule of Appellate Procedure 44.2(a). See

Snowden v. State, 353 S.W.3d 815, 818 (Tex. Crim. App. 2011); Crayton v. State,
463 S.W.3d 531, 536 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2015, no pet.). Under this
presumption, we must reverse the judgment unless we conclude beyond a
reasonable doubt that the presumed error did not contribute to the defendant's
conviction or punishment. See Tex. R. App. P. 44.2(a); Snowden, 353 S.W.3d at
818; Crayton, 463 S.W.3d at 536.
As a reviewing court, we must calculate as nearly as possible the probable

impact of the error on the jury in light of the record as a whole. Wall v. State, 184

S.W.3d 730, 746 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006). We consider factors such as the nature
of the error, whether the State emphasized the error, the probable implications of

the error, and the weight the jury likely would have assigned to the error in the
course of its deliberations. See Snowden, 353 S.W.3d at 822, Crayton, 463 S.W.3d

at 536. These factors are not exclusive; other considerations also may inform the

harm analysis. See Thompson v. State, 426 S.W.3d 206, 211 (Tex. App.—Houston
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[1st Dist.] 2012, pet. refd). If the reviewing court finds a reasonable likelihood
that the error materially affected the jury's deliberations, the trial court's error is

not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. See Neal v. State, 256 S.W.3d 264, 284
(Tex. Crim. App. 2008).
1. Nature and emphasis ofthe presumed error

The

presumed error violates the

incrimination.

constitutional right against

self-

The trial court overruled appellant's objection to the statement,

thereby conveying to the jury that it could consider the prosecutor's statement.
This factor weighs in favor of finding the presumed error to be harmful.

See

Whitehead v. State, 437 S.W.3d 547, 553 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2014, pet. refd).
Next, we examine the extent, if any, to which the State emphasized the error. The

State did not refer to appellant's demeanor after the disputed comment, although
the prosecutor did state again, after arguing that the evidence showed appellant had
committed capital murder, that appellant had no remorse for his action.

The

primary emphasis of the prosecutor's closing argument was appellant's lengthy
history of violent acts, before and after his incarceration, and appellant's violence
at times when he was not using Xanax. See Grant v. State, 218 S.W.3d 225, 234

(Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2007, pet. refd). The prosecutor's commentary
about appellant's lack of remorse was brief and was not stressed during the closing

argument. See Crayton, 463 S.W.3d at 536.
2. Probable implications oferror and weight
Under the third and fourth factors discussed in Snowden, we are to consider

the probable implication of the presumed error and the weight the jury likely would
have placed upon it. See Snowden, 353 S.W.3d at 822. During the punishment

phase of trial, the State introduced evidence that appellant had a prior record of
convictions: theft in 2008 and 2010, possession of marijuana in 2009, possession
14

of marijuana and driving while intoxicated in 2010, and possession of marijuana
and assault on a family member in 2011.

In addition to these convictions, the

record showed appellant had assaulted a friend and also had assaulted an inmate in
jail, and appellant also killed a man by shooting him in the head at close range.

The record also contained evidence that appellant had a Xanax addiction.
Appellant did not have a prescription for Xanax and obtained money to purchase
Xanax by selling the drug.

With respect to the assaults on appellant's friend, appellant's friend testified
that appellant began punching the friend in the face because appellant believed the
friend was trying to get the attention of appellant's girlfriend. The friend testified
that he had injuries all over his face.

Later that night, the friend got into the

friend's vehicle and appellant appeared, attempting to fight the friend again.
Appellant broke the friend's windshield. The friend was able to put the car iri
reverse, leave, and call the police. On another occasion, the friend was walking to

a neighbor's house and appellant attempted to fight the friend again, but the friend
was able to run away.

The State also presented evidence from Deputy Augustine Mendoza, a
detention officer monitoring a cell block where appellant was confined. Appellant
asked Deputy Mendoza if appellant could leave the cell block and go to a place
where he could be by himself. Deputy Mendoza told appellant the answer was

"no." Appellant got Deputy Mendoza's attention, waving his hands over his head,
and then walked over to a steel table where another inmate was eating food and
struck the inmate in the head from behind with a closed first. The inmate's head

hit the steel table, and when the inmate attempted to pick up his head, appellant

continued hitting the inmate with a closed fist until the inmate was unconscious.

The inmate required treatment at a hospital. Deputy Mendoza testified that the
15

inmate and appellant had no history of controversy or aggression before this
incident.

Finally, the State introduced evidence that the day before the charged
aggravated-robbery offense, appellant shot a man in the head.

The evidence

showed that the body of an Asian man, Hong Le, was found in the man's car the
day before the charged offense. Police did not find a wallet, cellphone, car keys, or
Le's clothing. Dr. Stephen Wilson testified that Le sustained six gunshot wounds
and those gunshots were the cause of death. Dr. Wilson found soot on Le's head,

indicating that a firearm was placed against his skin when the gun was discharged.
Officer April Palatino processed the vehicle, taking DNA swabs and tape lifts.
Officer Glover took fingerprints from appellant while appellant was incarcerated.
Kirk Miller, a scientist in the Houston Police Department Forensic Science Center,
determined that latent fingerprints found on the vehicle in which Le's dead body
was discovered matched appellant's fingerprints.

One of appellant's neighbors, a woman who often fed appellant leftover
food, testified that appellant confessed to her that he had killed someone.

The

neighbor testified that she was headed home from church on a Sunday and ran into

appellant who told her he had done something stupid. The neighbor asked what
appellant had done, and appellant told her he killed somebody.

The neighbor

testified that she asked him why he did it and he started to tell her what happened.

Appellant told the neighbor he had killed an Asian man.
During the guilt/innocence phase of trial, the State introduced evidence of

many phone calls appellant made while incarcerated. In one phone call, appellant
mentioned that "they got the thing that was used," worrying that the police would

"put two and two together." Appellant also stated that he was worried about what
else the police "might have on [him]." In another phone call, the speaker said,
16

"You got away lucky the first time." In yet another phone call, appellant noted that
he had been charged with capital murder, stating "if I get away with this, it's gonna
be crazy."
Le's sister testified during the punishment phase. She stated that Le had a

ten-year-old daughter and his girlfriend had a thirteen-year-old daughter that Le
treated as his own. Le's sister described the things she loved about her brother and

described her mother's experience going to the morgue to identify her brother's
body. Le's mother was not allowed to see her son's body; they simply had her sign
the waiver to transfer his body to the funeral home. Le explained that her brother

had so many injuries to his head that the funeral home suggested a closed-casket
funeral, but they opted to place a towel over her brother's forehead so that people
still could view the face.

Appellant called Dr. Terry Rustin as his sole witness during the punishment
phase. Dr. Rustin testified that appellant was addicted to Xanax, a drug that lowers
one's inhibitions and can cause one to commit crimes one otherwise would not

commit because one does not have an appreciation of the consequences of one's
actions.

Appellant's record of violent conduct, as well as the statements appellant
made in phone calls, showed appellant's focus was on his future, not the effects of

any crimes he committed. Appellant showed his disregard for others after Le's
killing by robbing the complainant the next morning and attempting to shoot the

complainant during the struggle connected with the robbery. Appellant did not

show any heightened concern for others when he beat another inmate unconscious.

The jury already had access to this information, which provided the jury with

insight into appellant's mentality arid values. The prosecutor's comment was brief
and its impact minimal, particularly in light of the extensive evidence before the
i

I

i
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jury.

See Crayton, 463 S.W.3d at 536.

Based upon the record, we conclude

beyond a reasonable doubt that the presumed error did not contribute to the

defendant's conviction or punishment. See Tex. R. App. P. 44.2(a); Snowden, 353
S.W.3d at 825; Crayton, 463 S.W.3d at 536; Grant, 218 S.W.3d at 234; Wall v.

State, 286 S.W.3d 372, 376 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2008, pet. refd) (holding
constitutional violation during closing argument of punishment phase harmless
under Harris factors, which were revised in Snowden). Accordingly, we overrule
appellant's third issue. See id.
III.

Conclusion

Two justices agree that appellant's second issue challenging the trial court's
voluntary-intoxication jury instruction should be overruled; but, because these
justices agree only on the judgment and not on the reasons for this decision, section
II. A. is a plurality opinion. A majority of the court finds in section II. B. that the

trial court did not err in failing to charge the jury on the lesser-included offense of
aggravated assault during the guilt/innocence phase of the trial. Presuming for the

sake of the argument that the trial court erred in overruling appellant's objection to
the prosecutor's closing-argument comments about appellant's in-court demeanor,
a majority of the court, in section II. C, concludes beyond a reasonable doubt that
those comments did not affect appellant's conviction or punishment, and so any

error was harmless. Having overruled appellant's issues, we affirm the trial court's
judgment.
/s/

Kem Thompson Frost
Chief Justice

Panel consists of Chief Justice Frost and Justices Christopher and Jewell. (Jewell,
J., concurring) (Christopher, J., dissenting)

Publish —TEX. R. App. P. 47.2(b). |
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CONCURRING

OPINION*\

I join Chief Justice Frost's opinion with the exception of section II.A. I

write separately to address appellarit's second issue, in which he seeks a new trial

on punishment.

Appellant contends the trial court erroneously included a

voluntary intoxication instruction in the punishment phase jury charge when the
instruction is permissible only in the guilt/innocence phase charge. I conclude the
challenged instruction was error under the circumstances of this case. However,

based on my review of the record in light of the harm factors articulated in

Almanza v. State, 686 S.W.2d 157, 171 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985) (op. on reh'g), I

would hold that the erroneous instruction did not cause appellant actual harm under
the present circumstances. Accordingly, I agree with the plurality that we should
overrule appellant's second issue, although for different reasons, and concur in
affirming the judgment.
A.

Charge Error

A jury convicted appellant of aggravated robbery with a deadly weapon. In

the punishment phase, the trial court included the following instruction in the jury
charge, over appellant's objection:
Voluntary intoxication does not constitute a defense to
commission of a crime.

the

"Intoxication" means disturbance of mental

or physical capacity resulting from the introduction of any substance

into the body.'
The trial court should have sustained appellant's objection. In Taylor v.

State, 885 S.W.2d 154, 156 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994), the Court of Criminal Appeals
addressed the propriety of including an identical instruction in a jury charge.
Though the instruction in Taylor appeared in the guilt/innocence charge and not
the punishment charge, the court addressed the purpose of Texas Penal Code
section 8.04(a) and clearly stated it is not a mitigation provision but isJldiiscjtgd_to

the guilt/innocence phase of trial." Id. I agree with our dissenting colleague that
Taylor speaks plainly enough on this point, though no published Texas case has

1 The instruction tracked the statutory language verbatim from Texas Penal Code
sections 8.04(a) and (d). Tex. Penal Code § 8.04(a), (d).

squarely addressed whether inclusion of an instruction under section 8.04(a) in the
punishment charge constitutes error.

This is not to say I believe an instruction under section 8.04(a) would never
be appropriate in a punishment phase jury charge. For example, language tailoring

such an instruction to particular evidence or a defense may serve, in certain cases,
to "lead and to prevent confusion," as jury charges are supposed to do. See Reeves
v. State, 420 S.W.3d 812, 818 (Tex. Crim. App. 2013). Here, the instruction could

have been modified to apply only to extraneous offenses.
B.

Harm Analysis

Because appellant preserved error by objecting to the voluntary intoxication
instruction at trial, he is entitled to reversal if the record shows that the erroneous

instruction was "calculated to injure [his] rights."

Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art.

36.19; Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816; Wooten v. State, 400 S.W.3d 601, 606 (Tex.
Crim. App. 2013); Almanza, 686 S.W.2d at 171. The Court of Criminal Appeals
has interpreted this requirement to mandate reversal only when the charge error
caused "some" harm—meaning any harm, regardless of degree, is sufficient to
require reversal so long as the defendant "suffered some actual, rather than merely
theoretical, harm from the error." Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816; Arline v. State, 721

S.W.2d 348, 351 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986).

2 In Kresse v. State, No. 02-09-00271-CR, 2010 WL 1633383 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth
Apr. 22, 2010, no pet.) (mem. op., not designated for publication), the appellant challenged the
inclusion of a section 8.04(a) voluntary; intoxication instruction in the punishment phase jury
charge. Id. at *2. But the state conceded error, and the court of appeals did not reach the issue.

3In support of the conclusion that including the voluntary intoxication instruction in the
punishment phase charge was not error, the plurality states that the absence of tailoring language
does not render the instruction misleading. While I believe it is not reasonably likely the jury
was misled by the voluntary intoxication instruction in this case, in my view that question is

much more pertinent to the harm analysis!rather than whether the instruction was error in the first
instance.

!

To gauge "actual" harm, we consider the entire jury charge, the state of the
evidence, including the contested issues and weight of probative evidence, the

argument of counsel, and any other relevant information revealed by the trial
record as a whole. See Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816; Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 606;

Bailey v. State, 867 S.W.2d 42, 43 (Tex. Crim. App. 1993); Almanza, 686 S.W.2d

at 171. We conduct this analysis independently because neither appellant nor the
State has the burden to prove harm. Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816.

Whether the outcome of the punishment trial could have been affected by
the erroneous instruction is not the question. See Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 604, 606,
610. To support reversal, the degree of harm resulting from charge error must rise
above possibilities and courts must delve into "the extent to which the outcome of
trial was actually affected." See Saunders v. State, 817 S.W.2d 688, 690 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1991); see also Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 604, 606, 610 (court of appeals
must address likelihood that jury would have made finding in question). Yet, as a

practical matter, courts have not consistently described the point at which harm
evolves from "theoretical" into "actual" harm in terms of an articulable degree of

likelihood.4 Sometimes, courts have considered whether actual harm appears

"reasonably likely" or "likely;"5 in other cases, courts have looked for "fair
assurance;"6 still other times, courts have reached a decision without specifically

4 The elusiveness of a consistently stated test may be in part by design. See Saunders,
817 S.W.2d at 689 ("Much of the impetus for our holding in Almanza was a perceived need to

avoidthe tyranny of hard and fast rules.")!.

5See, e.g., Ross v. State, 133 S.W.3d 618, 624 (Tex. Crim. App. 2004); Herrera v. State,

No. 04-16-00138-CR, 2016 WL 7480502^ at *5 (Tex. App.—San Antonio Dec. 30, 2016, no pet.
h.); Mendoza v. State, 349 S.W.3d 273, 283 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2011, pet. refd).

6Trevino v. State, 100 S.W.3d 232, 243 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003) (per curiam).
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stating any particular degree of likelihood required.

In my view, whether

appellant is entitled to a new punishment trial depends on the substantive border
between theoretical and actual harm under the present circumstances. I will draw

the line at whether, in light of the Almanza factors, there exists a reasonable
likelihood that the erroneous instruction actually affected the outcome. Ross, 133
S.W.3d at 624 (unable to conclude there was reasonable likelihood that charge
Q

error caused actual harm).

I invite the Court of Criminal Appeals to address and

clarify these issues should it be so inclined.

Appellant argues the voluntary intoxication instruction actually harmed him
because a reasonable juror would have interpreted it as an instruction to completely
disregard his evidence of intoxication—Xanax addiction—for mitigation of
punishment purposes.

Under Almanza and its progeny, we must determine the

likelihood that the jury would not have considered appellant's intoxication
evidence for mitigation purposes under the circumstances of this particular case.
See Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 608-09 (determining likelihood that jury would have

believed appellant acted out of sudden passion had instruction been provided); see
also Herrera, 2016 WL 7480502, at *5.

If the jury considered appellant's

voluntary intoxication evidence but afforded it little or no weight, then appellant
suffered no actual harm from the challenged instruction. In that instance, the jury

7 See, e.g., Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816; Dickey v. State, 22 S.W.3d 490, 492-93 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1999); Abdnor v. State, 871 S.W.2d 726 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994); Arline, 721 S.W.2d
at 353; Bravo v. State, 471 S.W.3d 860, 871 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist] 2015, pet. refd).

8I embark on the harm analysis| in this case, like every case, without the benefit of
information that would most clearly establish whether a particular instruction in reality had any
effect on the jury's verdict: juror testimony. Tex. R. Evid. 606(b). Courts may not consider
direct evidence from the jury as to what factors motivated its deliberations and verdict. Tex. R.
Evid. 606(b). Thus, in applying the Almanza factors, we will never know with certainty whether
the error made a difference in the outcome. Rather, the Almanza exercise will yield merely an

assessment of harm to the degree of likelihood necessary to show "some" harm based on the
peculiarities of each case. Some harm occurs, and reversal is required, if we find the likelihood
of harm exceeds the "theoretical."

\

would have been within its right to assess the maximum punishment, and the law
would not support dislodging the verdict.

In my view, based on this record, any likelihood that the jury would have

construed the instruction as a directive to not consider the voluntary intoxication
evidence is not sufficient to constitute actual harm. The Almanza factors support
this conclusion.

1.

The entire charge

I
i

I begin by evaluating the jury;charge as a whole. The instruction at issue did
not tell the jury to disregard appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence in
assessing punishment. Rather, it said, "[v]oluntary intoxication does not constitute
a defense to the commission of a crime." Assuming the instruction, viewed in

isolation, potentially created confusion as to whether the jury was permitted to
consider appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence, the risk of actual confusion

was ameliorated by very explicit instructions appearing later in the charge. The
trial court told the jury in no uncertain terms that it "may take into consideration all
the facts shown by the evidence admitted before you in the full trial of this case"—

which necessarily included all the voluntary intoxication evidence admitted during
both the guilt/innocence and punishment phases.

That instruction is clear and

unambiguous on its face, and we are to presume the jury followed it. See Elizondo

v. State, 487 S.W.3d 185, 208 (Tex. Crim. App. 2016); Miles v. State, 204 S.W.3d
822, 827-28 (Tex. Crim. App. 2006); Rose v. State, 752 S.W.2d 529, 554 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1987) (op. on reh'g), abrogated on other grounds by Karenev v. State,

281 S.W.3d 428 (Tex. Crim. App. 2009).9
I distinguish the character of the present instruction from that at issue in Reeves, in
which the court stated that only "understandable" instructions warrant a presumption that juries
followed them. Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 818. The language here at issue is unlike the
"impenetrable" "argle-bargle" in Reeves. Mat 817.

When a trial court instructs the jury properly elsewhere in the charge or
during trial, an erroneous instruction is generally harmless. See, e.g., Ross, 133

S.W.3d at 623-24; Castaneda v. State, 852 S.W.2d 291, 295-96 (Tex. App.—San
Antonio 1993, no pet.) (jury given proper instruction elsewhere during trial); see

also Henriksen v. State, 500 S.W.2d 491, 496 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973) (instruction
omitted from punishment charge was referenced in guilt/innocence charge and
sufficient to fully protect defendant's rights); cf Ngo v. State, 175 S.W.3d 738, 752
(Tex. Crim. App. 2005) (noting that charge error was not ameliorated elsewhere in
another portion of the charge).

Moreover, a reasonable juror would have likely construed the instruction as
pertaining to the extraneous crimes and bad acts evidence, most of which the State

introduced without objection.

The dissent disputes this assertion because, it

contends, a section 8.04(a) instruction is irrelevant to extraneous crimes or bad acts

evidence, and because of the challenged instruction's relatively segregated
placement within the charge as a whole. I respectfully disagree. The dissent's first
contention is inconsistent with the record. The voluntary intoxication instruction
pertained to the extraneous crimes issue because there was evidence appellant was
taking Xanax at the time of at least some of the extraneous acts. See Taylor, 885
S.W.2d at 158 (when there is evidence from any source that might lead a jury to
conclude the defendant's intoxication somehow excused his actions, an instruction

that voluntary intoxication is not a defense is appropriate). Appellant's counsel

notably appreciated this fact, as he urged the jury during closing argument to
account for the intoxication evidence in weighing the alleged extraneous crimes
and bad acts. The court told the jury it could consider extraneous "crimes"; the

court also told the jury that voluntary intoxication is not a defense to a "crime." If
the jury understood the challenged instruction as applying to extraneous crimes or

bad acts evidence, then all the instruction would have led the jury to believe is that
appellant's Xanax addiction did not prevent it from finding that appellant

committed extraneous crimes beyond a reasonable doubt. But it does not follow
that the jury could not consider the voluntary intoxication evidence in assessing
punishment for the charged offense.
Second, the dissent is correct that an instruction's placement in the charge

may in some cases weigh in favor of finding some harm. Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at

819. Here, however, I would hold that any potential confusion suggested by the
instruction's location within the body of the charge was clarified by the subsequent
explicit directive to consider all of the evidence.

Again, to be sure, tailoring

language would have provided greater clarity when reading the voluntary
intoxication instruction in conjunction with the later instruction to consider all the

evidence from the entire trial. But I do not believe a reasonable jury would be so
misled by this charge as a whole.

It could have construed and applied both

instructions without inconsistency based on the evidence and arguments presented
to it.

It is not reasonably likely that the jury would have construed the instruction

as appellant suggests for other reasons. For example, the State did not object to
appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence, and the court admitted all of it. At no

time during the trial did the court instruct the jury not to consider any part of the

voluntary intoxication evidence. I do not believe a reasonable juror would have
interpreted a section 8.04(a) charge instruction as a directive to disregard the
I

totality of intoxication evidence without the instruction explicitly saying so,
considering the intoxication evidence was admitted without objection.

Finally, the jury did not send any notes during deliberations indicating
confusion about whether it was free to consider appellant's voluntary intoxication
evidence. See Ross, 133 S.W.3dat624.

Considering the charge as a whole, I do not believe the erroneous instruction
resulted in a reasonable likelihood that the jury was so misled as to believe it could
not consider appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence. Thus, I conclude the first
Almanza factor does not indicate actual harm. See id. (erroneous instruction at

punishment did not result in reasonable likelihood of jury being so misled or
applying instruction in way that prevented it from considering issue).
2.

Argument ofcounsel

The record of closing argument shows that neither parties' counsel construed
the charge as precluding consideration of appellant's voluntary intoxication

evidence.

Appellant's counsel argued without objection that the intoxication

evidence, and Dr. Rustin's testimony in particular, was relevant both to mitigation

of punishment and whether the jury could find that appellant committed the alleged
extraneous crimes and bad acts.

Appellant's argument expressly distinguished

between voluntary intoxication as a defense to a crime and voluntary intoxication
as mitigation.
Additionally, the State did not argue that the jury was precluded from

considering the intoxication evidence; it argued that the jury should not believe it.
Those are different contentions entirely.

The State argued expressly that Dr.

Rustin's testimony was not credible for several different reasons. The State never

told the jury it could not consider Dr. Rustin's testimony nor did the State object to
Dr. Rustin's testimony. Like appellant, the State acknowledged that Dr. Rustin

was called for mitigation purposes. On appeal, appellant does not complain that
the court excluded any evidence material to his voluntary intoxication theory, so
9

the jury had before it all the defensive intoxication evidence appellant sought to
introduce.

The State's argument tied appellant's drug usage to the extraneous

crimes and bad acts evidence. Lastly, the State argued that appellant's voluntary
intoxication evidence was not credible because appellant committed crimes even
when not taking Xanax.
I conclude this factor does not indicate a reasonable likelihood that the

challenged instruction would have misled a jury into believing that it was
prohibited from considering appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence.

See

Arline, 111 S.W.2d at 353 (finding charge error harmless; charge was not
misleading in light of closing arguments).

3.

The state of the evidence, including the contested issues and weight of
probative evidence

In assessing the extent to which the charge error "actually affected"10 the
outcome—life imprisonment—I also look to the overall evidence, including its
probative weight. Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816, 820; Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 606.

According to appellant, absent the erroneous instruction it is "entirely possible"
that the jury would not have imposed the maximum sentence available. While
courts consider the sentence as part of the harm analysis, a maximum sentence
does not alone establish actual harm resulting from charge error. See White v.

State, 779 S.W.2d 809, 828 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989) (no harm from omission of
"no-adverse-inference" in death penalty case); Castaneda, 852 S.W.2d at 296.

In my view, the overall state of the evidence does not give rise to a
i

reasonable likelihood that the jury assessed the maximum sentence because it
believed the voluntary intoxication evidence could not be considered in mitigation.
It is far more likely that the jury's verdict was motivated by the overwhelming
10

Saunders, 817 S.W.2d at 690.
10

weight of the nature of the charged offense and appellant's extraneous offenses,

together with the weakness of Dr. Rustin's testimony and other intoxication proof.
For example, the jury heard damning evidence not only as to the charged

offense but also a litany of other extraneous crimes and bad acts committed by
appellant. There was evidence that appellant participated in a murder where the
victim was shot in the head while sitting in an automobile. That homicide occurred
the day before appellant committed the charged offense of aggravated robbery with
a deadly weapon, which unfolded with appellant brandishing a gun and
approaching the victim in his car—much like the circumstances of the extraneous
homicide. On multiple jail phone recordings, appellant is heard discussing how he
tried to "pull the trigger" twice while committing the charged offense, only to have
his gun "jam." On one recording, appellant also discussed the homicide. Notably,
the only evidence the jury asked to re-hear during its punishment deliberations was

one of the phone recordings. The jury heard evidence that appellant sold drugs and
was "high on Xanax" a "lot of times."

There was also evidence appellant

committed multiple assaults against family members and others, including beating
a jail inmate unconscious merely to obtain a private cell. Cf White, 779 S.W.2d at
828 (as part of its determination that appellant did not suffer some harm from
punishment charge error, court noted that the State introduced evidence of

appellant's commission of "remarkably similar murder" just days before the
charged offense, as well as evidence of other crimes and his general reputation for
violence).
!

Appellant called Dr. Rustin as a witness during the punishment phase. Dr.
i

Rustin testified, without objection, that Xanax is a sedative that reduces inhibitions
and one's fear of punishment. Dr. Rustin said that appellant began using Xanax at

a "young" age and increased his usage, according to appellant, up to eight two:
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milligram pills in a day. Appellant acquired the drug "off the street" or via the
internet without a prescription. On cross-examination, Dr. Rustin acknowledged

that his testimony was based solely on a single interview with appellant, who self-

reported his own usage.

Dr. Rustin reviewed no medical records regarding

appellant's drug use, nor did appellant offer any medical records into evidence.
Appellant successfully completed a drug treatment program in 2009 but continued

committing offenses nonetheless.

Dr. Rustin acknowledged that appellant

committed violent offenses in jail, while not under the influence of Xanax. The

jury also heard a jail phone recording in which one individual suggested to
appellant that he should assert drug usage as a defense.

Relative to other evidence, the substance of Dr. Rustin's testimony was
weak and undermined substantially on cross-examination. In contrast, the State

presented overwhelming evidence of extraneous crimes and bad acts.11 Even
considering the totality of appellant's voluntary intoxication evidence heard by the

jury, it is not reasonably likely the jury afforded it more than nominal weight, if
any, based on this record. Considering the state of proof, the jury was within its
right to assess the maximum sentence for an offense of this nature.

Accordingly,

1' The trial court properly instructed thejurythat it could consider evidence of extraneous
crimes or bad acts in assessing punishment only if the extraneous crime or bad act was shown by
the State beyond a reasonable doubt to have been committed by the appellant or was one for
which the appellant could be held criminally responsible. Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 37.07,
§ 3(a)(1); see also Huizar v. State, 12 S.W.3d 479, 483-84 (Tex. Crim. App. 2000).

12 Cf. Hopkins v. State, AW S.W.3d 583, 584 (Tex. Crim. App. 2016); Bazan v. State, 403
S.W.3d 8, 10 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2013, pet. refd); Parker v. State, 51 S.W.3d 719,
721 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2001, no pet.); Phillips v. State, No. 07-15-00357-CR, 2016 WL
3696732, at *1 (Tex. App.—Amarillo July 11, 2016, no pet.) (mem. op., not designated for
publication); Jackson v. State, No. 05-14-00985-CR, 2015 WL 3899573, at *1 (Tex. App.—
Dallas June 25, 2015, pet. refd) (mem. op., not designated for publication); Patterson v. State,
No. 05-13-00450-CR, 2015 WL 2400809, at *1 (Tex. App.—Dallas May 19, 2015, pet. refd)
(not designated for publication); Carter v; State, No. 14-14-00061-CR, 2014 WL 5780691, at *1
(Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] Jan. 14, 2015, pet. refd) (mem. op., not designated for
12

while I do not discount the gravity of the sentence, I cannot conclude that the jury
was reasonably likely to assess less than the maximum punishment allowed but for
the erroneous voluntary intoxication instruction.
4.

Other relevantfactors.

Lastly, I consider any other relevant information revealed by the trial record
as a whole. See Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 816; Wooten, 400 S.W.3d at 606.

Appellant argues the instruction harmed him because it went to his sole

defense for mitigation of punishment. See Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 820-21. The
intoxication evidence is undermined only if the jury believed it could not consider

it as a justification for assessing punishment. But there is no indication from the
record that the jury so believed. The trial court informed the jury it was free to
consider all of the evidence admitted, and both parties' counsel emphasized the
nature and quality of the voluntary intoxication evidence without ever telling the
jury it was precluded from considering the intoxication evidence. There was no

jury note expressing confusion on that point. Appellant's counsel argued that the
jury should give lesser punishment based on Dr. Rustin's testimony. True, the
Xanax evidence was appellant's principal defense on punishment, but it was not
the central issue permeating the collective entirety of punishment evidence. While
the erroneous instruction may have pertained to appellant's sole mitigation
defense, the record does not indicate a reasonable likelihood that the instruction

actually affected the jury's consideration of that defense.

publication); Gilstrap v. State, No. 14-01.-011867-CR, 2002 WL 31718482, at *1 (Tex. App.—
Houston [14th Dist.] Dec. 5, 2002, no petJ) (mem. op., not designated for publication).
i

-If.—^ 13 The dissent cites Erazo v. State, 167 S.W.3d 889, 891 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th
Dist.] 2005, no pet.), as analogous support for finding harmful error when a jury assesses life
imprisonment. But Erazo involved the erroneous admission of evidence, not jury charge error,

and applied a different test than the one at; issue here. See id. at 890.
13

The dissent criticizes the trial court's stated justification for including the
section 8.04(a) instruction in the punishment phase charge. Assuming the dissent
is correct, however, the trial court's rationale could not have caused actual harm

because the jury did not hear it. The court's motivation for including the voluntary
intoxication instruction, right or wrong, could not have actually affected the jury's
interpretation of the instruction.

Finally, in my view, Kresse, 2010 WL 1633383, at *2, also cited by the
dissent, does not suggest a contrary outcome.

Kresse held the inclusion of a

section 8.04(a) voluntary intoxication instruction in the punishment phase charge
was harmful. There, Kresse did not want the jury to consider ample intoxication

evidence against him in assessing punishment for murder. Id. Kresse argued, and
the Fort Worth court of appeals agreed, that placing the instruction in the

punishment charge drew attention to his history of excessive drinking, which the
prosecutor emphasized repeatedly in opening and closing. Id. The harm issue in
the present case is much different. Here, the question is whether the voluntary
intoxication instruction was likely to mislead the jury into thinking it could not
consider appellant's intoxication evidence. For the reasons expressed, I believe it
was not.

Conclusion

For these reasons, I would hold that erroneously including a section 8.04(a)
voluntary intoxication instruction in the punishment phase jury charge did not

14

cause actual harm under the present record. Accordingly, I respectfully concur
with the judgment of affirmance.

Isi

Kevin Jewell
Justice

Panel consists of Chief Justice Frost and Justices Christopher and Jewell (Frost,
C.J., plurality) (Christopher, J., dissenting).
Publish — Tex. R. App. P. 47.2(b).
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DISSENTING OPINION

I agree with Justice Jewell that the trial court erred by submitting its
punishment-phase charge with a guilt-phase instruction. I write separately,

however, because I cannot join Justice Jewell's opinion in full. Unlike Justice
Jewell, I cannot agree that there are situations in which guilt-phase instructions

may be given in punishment-phase charges. I would apply a bright-line rule that
guilt-phase instructions should never appear in punishment-phase charges.

I also cannot agree with Justice Jewell that the trial court's charge error was
harmless. I would conclude that the error resulted in some harm, and I would

reverse the trial court's judgment and remand for a new hearing on punishment
only. Because the court does not, I respectfully dissent.
I.

The trial court erred by giving the challenged instruction.

Over defense counsel's objection, the trial court submitted the following
instruction in its punishment charge to the jury:
Voluntary intoxication does not constitute a defense to

the

commission of a crime. "Intoxication" means disturbance of mental or

physical capacity resulting from the introduction of any substance into
the body.

The first sentence of this instruction tracks the language of Section 8.04(a)
of the Texas Penal Code, and the second sentence tracks the language of Section
8.04(d). Defense counsel argued that the entire instruction was inappropriate:
We object to the submission of [the voluntary] intoxication charge
that's been submitted by the prosecution and the Court has included.
We take the position it's not appropriate in the punishment stage of
the trial. It might be appropriate in guilt/innocence, but we never took
the position that [appellant] was somehow incapacitated in such a way
that he didn't reach the mens rea level to commit the crime.

Counsel was correct. In Taylor v. State, the Court of Criminal Appeals held
that "Subsection (a) of section 8.04 is directed to the guilt/innocence phase of
trial." See Taylor v. State, 885 S.W.2d 154, 156 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994). The Court
also determined that Section 8.04(a) was not a "mitigation provision." Id. at 156
n.4. Although the Court did not speak directly to the exact situation presented here,

the effect of Taylor should be clear enough: Because the punishment phase is about
sentencing and not guilt or innocence, an instruction under Section 8.04(a) does
not belong in the punishment charge.

The State argues that the challenged instruction was appropriate because the
instruction applied to evidence of an extraneous offense, which was introduced for
the first time during appellant's trial on punishment. That explanation is erroneous
for three reasons.

First, the State requested the challenged instruction under a belief that the
instruction would apply to the charged offense (aggravated robbery), not the

extraneous offense (capital murder).1
Second, there is no language in the instruction expressly limiting its
application to just the extraneous offense.

Third, even if there were limiting language, the instruction would be
irrelevant because the instruction is only useful when deciding the guilt of the
defendant, a question that is obviously not decided during the punishment phase of
trial, even when extraneous offenses are at play.
The Court of Criminal Appeals emphasized this final point in Haley v. State,
173 S.W.3d 510 (Tex. Crim. App. 2005). In that case, the defendant complained
about evidence of an extraneous offense, which had been admitted during the

punishment phase. Id. at 511-12. The defendant argued that the evidence should
have been excluded because it did not establish that she was criminally responsible

as a party to the extraneous offense. Id. at 512. The Court rejected that argument,
explaining that the jury did not need to determine the defendant's criminal
responsibility with respect to the extraneous offense: "It is irrelevant whether the

conduct the offering party is attempting to prove is, or can be characterized, as an
offense under the Texas Penal Code." Id. at 514-15. "Unlike the guilt-innocence

1During the charge conference, the State explained its request as follows: "We simply
ask that this instruction be included so that the jury doesn't recognize or excuse the defendant's
behavior on the aggravated robbery. I do recognize that Dr. Rustin can easily testify to the idea
that this is mitigation, that [appellant is] on these substances at some point. But this saves us
from any concerns over the aggravated robbery in excusing his behavior by having this charge."

phase, the question at punishment is not whether the defendant has committed a
crime, but instead what sentence should be assessed." Id. at 515. "Whereas the

guilt-innocence stage requires the jury to find the defendant guilty beyond a
reasonable doubt of each element of the offense, the punishment phase requires the
jury only find that these prior [extraneous] acts are attributable to the defendant
beyond a reasonable doubt." Id.
We recently applied Haley in a case of our own. In Gomez v. State, the issue
was whether the trial court had erred by denying a request for a self-defense
instruction in the punishment charge. See Gomez v. State, 380 S.W.3d 830, 837-38
(Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2012, pet. refd). The defendant believed that he

was entitled to the instruction because it applied to evidence of two extraneous
killings. Id. We disagreed: "To prove an extraneous offense at punishment, the
State is only required to prove beyond a reasonable doubt a defendant's

involvement in the bad act: a finding of guilt for a crime is not required." Id. at
839. If, under Gomez, the defendant is not entitled to a guilt-phase instruction

during the punishment-phase of trial, then neither is the State.
We see echoes of Haley in other contexts too. For example, we do not
review the sufficiency of the evidence supporting an extraneous offense. See
Palomo v. State, 352 S.W.3d 87, 94 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2011, pet.
refd). The reason is simple: "there is no actual finding by the jury that the
defendant committed the extraneous offense." Id. at 95; see also Bible v. State, 162

S.W.3d 234, 246-47 (Tex. Crim. App. 2005) (no need to consider whether there is
sufficient proof to corroborate evidence of an extraneous offense from a

confession); McClure v. State, 269 S.W.3d 114, 118 (Tex. App.—Texarkana 2008,

no pet.) (no need to consider whether there is sufficient proof to corroborate
evidence of an extraneous offense from an accomplice witness).

Similarly, we do not give the jury a special verdict form, listing the elements
of an unadjudicated offense. See Matchett v. State, 941 S.W.2d 922, 937 (Tex.

Crim. App. 1996). Nor do we say that jeopardy attaches whenever evidence of an
unadjudicated offense is admitted during a punishment hearing. See Ex parte
Broxton, 888 S.W.2d 23, 28 (Tex. Crim. App. 1994).

Justice Jewell would hold that tailoring language may justify the submission
of a guilt-phase instruction in a punishment-phase charge if, for instance, the

tailoring language prevents confusion by limiting the instruction to particular
evidence or a defense. But the best way to prevent confusion is simply to omit the
guilt-phase instruction in the first place because it does not belong. The jury does

not (and cannot) make a finding of guilt during the punishment of a trial, and so
there is no reason for the trial court to include in its punishment charge an
instruction that can only be applied properly when deciding the guilt of the
defendant.
II.

The trial court's error resulted in some harm.

When error in the charge was the subject of a timely objection, as it was
here, the judgment must be reversed if the error was "calculated to injure the rights
of [the] defendant." See Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 36.19. This means "no more
than that there must be some harm to the accused from the error." See Almanza v.

State, 686 S.W.2d 157, 171 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984) (op. on reh'g). "In other

words, an error which has been properly preserved by objection will call for
reversal as long as the error is not harmless." Id.
i

Harm is assayed in light of the entire jury charge, the state of the evidence,

including the contested issues and weight of probative evidence, the argument of
counsel, and any other relevant information revealed by the record of the trial as a
whole. Id. I examine each of these factors in turn.

The Entire Jury Charge. There are eleven pages worth of instructions in the

trial court's punishment charge. The first five pages address the punishment range,

the availability of community supervision, and the law regarding credits for good
time and parole. All of these subjects flow necessarily from the conviction for the
charged offense, not the admission of the extraneous-offense evidence.

Then, on the sixth page, the challenged instruction appears. The entire page
is reserved for the instruction, and there is no text signaling that the instruction is
limited to just the extraneous offense.
After the challenged instruction, there is an instruction saying that
appellant's mere presence at the scene of the offense is insufficient to conclude that
he committed an offense beyond a reasonable doubt. Although this is also a guiltphase instruction, appellant does not complain about it.
The remaining pages contain boilerplate instructions about extraneous
offenses, the defendant's right to not testify, the burden of proof, and the
requirement of a unanimous verdict.

Justice Jewell argues that the jury would have likely construed the
challenged instruction as pertaining to just the extraneous offense, but I would say
that this construction is far from likely based on the placement of the instruction
within the charge. The challenged instruction is featured on its own page,

appearing after the discussion of the charged offense, before the discussion of the
extraneous offenses, and without any sort of language limiting its application to

one or the other. The possibility for confusion was significant. The jury could have

just as easily concluded that the challenged instruction applied to the offense for
which appellant was being sentenced. Cf Reeves v. State, 420 S.W.3d 812, 819
i

(Tex. Crim. App. 2013) (noting that "the physical location of the [erroneous
instruction] magnified its harm").

Justice Jewell also argues that any confusion created by the challenged
instruction was cured by a later instruction that the jury should consider all of the

evidence. But the problem is not what evidence the jury was allowed to consider;
the problem was how the jury was instructed to consider the evidence. The
challenged instruction singled out the evidence of appellant's addiction and then
told the jury that his addiction was not a "defense" if appellant voluntarily
intoxicated himself. That language was harmful because it effectively instructed

the jury that evidence of addiction should not be treated as mitigating.
The plurality opinion by Chief Justice Frost acknowledges that the
challenged instruction may have been "unnecessary," but would still hold that the

challenged instruction was not erroneous because it was an accurate statement of
law. This also misses the point. An "unnecessary" instruction can amount to an
improper comment on the weight of the evidence. See Brown v. State, 111 S.W.3d
794, 801 (Tex. Crim. App. 2003). And a charge can be erroneous even if it

perfectly tracks the language of a statute. E.g., Navarro v. State, 469 S.W.3d 687,
698-700 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist] 2015, pet. refd).
Reviewing courts should not limit their focus to just the words that appear in
an instruction. They must also determine the likely impact of those words. And

here, the problem with the challenged instruction is that it unfairly singled out the
evidence offered by appellant in mitigation. See Bartlett v. State, 270 S.W.3d 147,

152 (Tex. Crim. App. 2008) ("Even a seemingly neutral instruction may constitute
an impermissible comment on the weight of the evidence because such an
instruction singles out that particular piece of evidence for special attention.");
Santos v. State, 961 S.W.2d 304, 306 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1997, pet.
i

refd) ("Even though the instruction constitutes an accurate statement of the law, it

magnifies a particular fact giving unfair emphasis to that fact.").

The Evidence. Appellant called a single defense witness during punishment,
Dr. Terry Rustin, who testified about addictions to Xanax. Dr. Rustin explained

that Xanax is a type of sedative that can reduce personal inhibitions and encourage
people to act in ways they might otherwise not for fear of being punished.
Dr. Rustin testified that appellant began taking Xanax without a prescription

when he was fourteen years old, and that he regularly exceeded the recommended
dosage as he grew older and more addicted to the drug. There was evidence that
appellant was under the influence of Xanax when he committed the charged
offense and the extraneous offense.

Defense counsel did not offer Dr. Rustin's testimony in an effort to excuse
appellant's behavior (i.e., to eliminate appellant's criminal responsibility) or to
show that appellant was temporarily insane because he had been under the
influence of Xanax. Rather, counsel offered this testimony merely to provide
context and explanation for appellant's behavior.
Evidence of drug addiction can be relevant in the jury's assessment of

punishment. See Ex parte Smith, 309 S.W.3d 53, 63 (Tex. Crim. App. 2010) ("His
evidence of drug addiction, poverty, and a crime-ridden neighborhood was at the
heart of his mitigation theory."). Appellant certainly needed some evidence in
mitigation because the State's evidence portrayed him in a deeply negative light.
The State produced evidence that appellant killed a man for his wallet; that

he assaulted his own friend because he perceived that his friend was encroaching

on his girlfriend; and that he beat an inmate, to the point of rendering the inmate
unconscious, just so that he could get a private jail cell. These are just the
extraneous bad acts. When the charged offense is also considered, the State's

evidence depicted appellant as violent, depraved, and wholly unsympathetic.

The only evidence offered to counter this depiction was the evidence of
appellant's problem with addiction. But the trial court's erroneous charge negated
8

the effect of that evidence by confusing the issue on punishment—essentially, by

instructing the jury that the addiction was not a "defense" because appellant
voluntarily intoxicated himself. The erroneous charge undermined appellant's sole

defensive theory in punishment. See Reeves, 420 S.W.3d at 820-21 ("It is also
relevant to the harm analysis that the erroneous instruction.. .undermined
appellant's sole defense.").

The Arguments of Counsel. Defense counsel tried to contain the effect of
the erroneous instruction. During closing arguments, counsel repeatedly argued

that appellant's Xanax addiction was not an "excuse" for his behavior. Counsel
also encouraged the jury to consider appellant's addiction as "mitigation."
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the prosecutor treated the erroneous instruction as a

guilt-phase instruction, emphasizing the voluntary component of appellant's
addiction:

There is no—I repeat—no mitigation for his activity. He's the one that
chose to put that Xanax in his mouth. He didn't have a prescription for
it. He chose to take it. He now must face the consequences of those
actions.

Because the prosecutor opted to close last, this was the final impression

imparted to the jury—a view based on an erroneous instruction. That view
increased the likelihood that the jury applied the charge in a manner that foreclosed
the consideration of appellant's addiction as mitigating.

Other Relevant Information. During the charge conference, the trial court
gave a legally flawed justification for the erroneous instruction:
i

I'm going to allow y'all to argue the mitigation aspect of this, but I'm

going to leave this charge in jthere, because I don't want the jury, as
the prosecutor just stated, to b;ecome confused to think that because he
was on some drug, and it might have messed his mind up, that the
punishment should be diminished to the point to where there could be
no punishment. So I'm going to leave it in.

Contrary to the trial court's fears, the jury could not return a verdict of "no
punishment" because that sentence would be outside the statutory range, rendering
the judgment void. See Mizell v. State, 119 S.W.3d 804, 806 (Tex. Crim. App.
2003) ("A sentence that is outside the maximum or minimum range of punishment
is unauthorized by law and therefore illegal."); see also Tex. Penal Code § 12.32(a)
(the minimum sentence for a first-degree felony is five years' imprisonment).
The trial court's comment is also startling. The court essentially explained
that it was giving the erroneous instruction because it was concerned that the jury

might look at the evidence of addiction, regard that evidence as having reduced
appellant's blameworthiness, and then assess a lenient sentence. Of course, the
very purpose of mitigating evidence is to persuade the jury in that exact manner—
to show that the defendant is deserving of leniency. It is hard to imagine an error
more clearly "calculated to injure the rights of [the] defendant" than an instruction

that was explicitly designed to diminish the mitigating potential of the defendant's
own properly admitted evidence. See Tex. Code Crim. Proc. art. 36.19.
Considering that appellant was sentenced to life imprisonment, the
maximum sentence permitted by law, I cannot say that the trial court's error was

harmless.2 Cf. Erazo v. State, 167 S.W.3d 889, 891 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th
Dist.] 2005, no pet.) (holding that the erroneous admission of evidence during the

2Forhis proposition that charge error may be harmless even if the defendant receives the
maximum sentence permitted by law, Justice Jewell relies on White v. State, 779 S.W.2d 809
(Tex. Crim. App. 1989) and Castaneda v. State, 852 S.W.2d 291 (Tex. App.—San Antonio
1993, no pet.). Both of those cases involved the same type of charge error: the omission of a "noadverse-inference" instruction. That charge error simply does not compare to the facts of this
case. The omission of an instruction cannot amount to a comment on the weight of the evidence,
which was the effect of the challenged instruction that was affirmatively submitted here. Also,
the "no-adverse-inference" rule is routinely discussed during voir dire, which means that the
juries in those cases were likely familiar with it already and that the omission of the instruction
did not influence those sentencing decisions. The same cannot be said of the challenged
instruction in this case, which was not discussed during voir dire and which undermined the only
evidence that appellant offered in mitigation.
10

punishment phase of trial was not harmless where the defendant was assessed the
maximum punishment); see also Kresse v. State, No. 2-09-21-CR, 2010 WL
1633383, at *2 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth Apr. 22, 2010, no pet.) (mem. op., not

designated for publication) (holding that the trial court had reversibly erred by

giving a voluntary-intoxication instruction during the punishment phase of trial). I
would reverse the trial court's judgment and remand for a new hearing on

punishment only.
I respectfully dissent.

Isi

Tracy Christopher
Justice

Panel consists of Chief Justice Frost and Justices Christopher and Jewell.
Publish — Tex. R. App. P. 47.2(b).

3If I were writing for the court, I would not reach appellant's third issue because, under
my analysis, appellant's second issue would be dispositive. But if I did have occasion to address
appellant's third issue, my approach would differ slightly from this court's main opinion. In his
third issue, appellant complains about the trial court's ruling on his objection to an improper
closing argument. Appellant contends that the argument was improper because the prosecutor
commented directly on appellant's in-court remorselessness. Because appellant did not actually
testify in court, the prosecutor's comment infringed on appellant's right not to testify.
Nevertheless, the trial court overruled appellant's objection, and this court's main opinion treats

that ruling as "presumed error." That characterization does not go far enough. The prosecutor's

closing argument was categorically improper and the trial court's ruling was actual error. See
Snowden v. State, 353 S.W.3d 815, 823 ri.34 (Tex. Crim. App. 2011). In this court, not even the
State pretends otherwise. I would characterize the trial court's ruling as "error," not "presumed
error." We cannot expect the administration of our criminal justice system to improve if we are
unwilling to acknowledge true errors for what they are.
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